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INTRODUCTION

The Department of Ecology (Ecology) Findings and Conclusions (presented herein as Attachment A), including
reference to Attachment B (Required Changes) and Attachment C (Recommended Changes), provide the
factual basis for Ecology’s decision on the City of Snoqualmie (City) comprehensively updated Shoreline Master
Program (SMP) and periodic review. This document is divided into three sections providing an Introduction;
the Findings of Fact regarding the amendment history, the submittal, and local and state review; and
Conclusions. A summary of public comments received during Ecology’s Public Comment Period, as well as City
and Ecology comment responses are provided in Attachment D. An additional comment from the Washington
State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) was received after the formal comment
period and is included as Attachment E.

Description of Proposed Amendment

The City submitted to the Department of Ecology (Ecology) for review, an updated Shoreline Master Program
(SMP) to comply with the Shoreline Management Act (SMA) at RCW 90.58 and the SMP-Guidelines
(Guidelines) at Part III of WAC 173-26. The updated SMP provides locally tailored shoreline management
policies, environment designations, regulations, and administrative provisions to manage shoreline
development throughout the City’s shoreline areas. The City’s shorelines consist of the main stem of the
Snoqualmie River, the South Fork of the Snoqualmie River, Kimball Creek and Borst Lake/Mill Pond. Additional
reports, and supporting information and analyses as noted throughout this document, were considered by
Ecology during review of the City’s submittal.
This updated SMP is intended to meet the comprehensive update requirement of the SMA at RCW
90.58.080(1) and (2). In addition, the City incorporated SMP amendments for Ecology’s review to meet the
statutory deadline for periodic review requirements of the SMA at RCW 90.58.080(4). The City and Ecology
agreed to combine the final review of both the past due comprehensive SMP update and current periodic
review, to avoid any confusion to interested parties associated with two separate review processes and to
satisfy the current deadline to complete the periodic review on or before June 30, 2019, pursuant to
90.58.080(4)(b)(i).
The review and amendments are intended to bring the City’s SMP into compliance with the SMA or
implementing state rules that have been added or changed since the last SMP amendment in 1992, ensure
that the SMP remains consistent with amended comprehensive plans and regulations, and incorporation of
any revisions deemed necessary to reflect changes in local circumstances, new information, or improved data.

Need for the amendment

The City’ original SMP was first adopted in 1971, and was last updated in 1992. The current update began in
2002, prior to the 2003 adoption of Ecology’s SMP Guideline rule, and was not completed within the update
schedule identified in the Shoreline Management Act in RCW 98.58.080. The original deadline for completion
of the City’s comprehensive SMP update was December 1, 2009. Further, RCW 90.58.080(4)(ii)(b) required the
City to complete a periodic review of their SMP on or before June 30, 2019. Therefore, the proposed
amendment is needed to comply with the statutory requirement for a comprehensive update and periodic
review of the City’s SMP. The update is also intended to ensure that the City’s SMP is consistent with the SMP
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Guidelines at WAC 173-26 and remains consistent with related land use management policies provided by the
City’s Comprehensive Plan.

SMP provisions to be changed by the amendment as proposed

The proposed SMP would entirely replace the City’s existing master program, including policies, regulations,
the shoreline environment designations and maps, and the administrative provisions. The updated SMP
establishes shoreline buffers on all shorelines, regulates critical areas within shoreline jurisdiction by adopting
the City’s Critical Areas Protection Ordinance (CAPO) by reference (with exclusions), and includes requirements
for mitigation for unavoidable impacts.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Amendment History, Local Review Process

The original City of Snoqualmie SMP was adopted in 1971 and was last updated in 1992. The City’s current
SMP update began in 2000 and was finalized on November 15, 2019 with Ecology’s acceptance of the SMP
Amendment as complete.
The City of Snoqualmie is located in eastern King County in the southern portion of the Snoqualmie River
Valley. Most of the historic downtown area of the city lies within the floodplain or floodway of the Snoqualmie
River. A section of the northern city boundary is bordered by approximately 4.3-miles of the main stem of the
Snoqualmie River. The most notable feature of the Snoqualmie River within the City is Snoqualmie Falls, where
the river drops 268 feet. Snoqualmie Falls is located at the northwestern corner of the city limits. The most
significant shoreline jurisdiction change since the last update in 1992, was the incorporation of Borst Lake
which was annexed into the City in 2012.
In accordance with RCW 90.58.130 the City made reasonable efforts to inform, involve and encourage
participation of interested persons and private entities, tribes, and applicable agencies having interests and
responsibilities relating to shorelines. An important element of the City’s public outreach and engagement was
the maintenance of an external SMP update project website 1.

Comprehensive Update

The City indicates the proposed SMP update originated from a local planning process that began in 2000, but
was halted due to the major update to the SMP Guidelines (WAC 173-26) that occurred in 2003. City efforts to
complete the SMP comprehensive updated were attempted in 2006, 2008 and 2010. The record shows that an
initial public workshop / watershed forum with interested city residents occurred on February 20, 2008, and an
SMP open house was held June 20, 2008. Significant progress and public engagement occurred from December
2015 to September 2017, a number of public meetings on the SMP were held before the City Planning
Commission, concluding with a public hearing on September 5, 2017. At which point additional grant funding
was made available to facilitate the completion of our first round of SMP periodic reviews, as required by RCW
90.58.080(4) and WAC 173-26-090. The City then combined both the comprehensive update and the periodic
review processes to finalize the SMP update in 2019. A final public hearing was held before the City’s
Shoreline Hearing Board on May 29, 2019. The reminder of the public participation process is described
within the periodic review summary below.

1

https://www.ci.snoqualmie.wa.us/645/Shoreline-Master-Program
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The City’s Comprehensive SMP amendment includes the following elements:
• Customized shoreline environment designations based on the Inventory and Characterization Report
(Snoqualmie, 2019a) describing the city’s existing shoreline conditions and development patterns. The
shoreline environments consists of Natural, Aquatic, Hydropower, Urban Riverfront, Urban Floodplain
and Urban Conservancy. Shoreline jurisdiction along the City’s river areas measures two hundred feet
landward of the defined Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) mapped floodway. Due to
the extent of the floodway and associated wetlands, these "shorelines" may extend more than a mile
from the riverfront of the Snoqualmie River. The City chose not to exercise its option to expand
shoreline jurisdiction to include the entire FEMA 100-year floodplain along the Snoqualmie River.
• Shoreline use and modification regulations that reflect the unique current and future shoreline uses
while recognizing protection of more ecologically intact shorelines.
• Alignment of shoreline regulations with applicable City municipal code and the City’s Comprehensive
Plan.
• Shoreline setbacks and buffers tailored to existing ecological conditions and land uses in SMC 19.08.350
(C) that reflect the shoreline environment distinctions.
• Adoption by reference of the city critical areas regulations through SMP 19.08.560 Critical Areas
provisions. Critical Area exceptions, such as reasonable use provisions and administrative procedures
are excluded from application within the SMP.
• Locally tailored nonconforming development standards addressing existing nonconforming structures
and uses in SMC 19.08.160.
• New permit administrative provisions consistent with the SMA and WAC 173-27 (Shoreline
Management Permit and Enforcement Procedures).

Periodic Review

In accordance with RCW 90.58.130 and WAC 173-26-090(3)(a) the City made reasonable efforts to inform,
involve and encourage participation of interested persons and private entities, tribes, and applicable agencies
having interests and responsibilities relating to shorelines. The City completed these efforts concurrently with
the final stages of their SMP comprehensive update using the public participation procedures under WAC 17326-100. A public hearing was held before the City Shoreline Hearings Board on May 29, 2019.
The City used Ecology’s Periodic Review checklist of legislative and rule amendments to review amendments to
Chapter 90.58 RCW and department guidelines that have occurred from 2007 through 2017 and determine if
local amendments were needed to maintain compliance in accordance with WAC 173-26-090(3)(b)(i).
Subsequent legislative updates were reviewed against the City’s SMP to ensure that the document
incorporates all required legislative updates through the end of 2020. The City also reviewed changes to the
comprehensive plan and development regulations to determine if the shoreline master program policies and
regulations remain consistent with them in accordance with WAC 173-26-090(3)(b)(ii).
The City considered whether to incorporate any amendments needed to reflect changed circumstances, new
information or improved data in accordance with WAC 173-26-090(3)(b)(iii).
The City consulted with Ecology and solicited comments throughout the periodic review process.
Periodic review components of the proposed SMP are based on changes in applicable laws and rules and these
include the following:
• The cost threshold for substantial development was increased based on changes by the Washington
Office of Financial Management.
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•
•
•
•
•

The definition of development was revised to exclude the dismantling or removing of structures
consistent with Ecology current rules.
Exceptions to local review under the SMA were included consistent with statutory changes.
Permit filing procedures were modified for consistency with WAC 173-27.
A new exemption from the substantial development permit process, related to retrofitting existing
structures to meet the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), was added in chapter 9, section 9.6.2.
The 2016 City Critical Areas Ordinance provisions are incorporated by reference into the SMP for
consistency with current protection standards for critical areas in general and Ecology wetland
guidance. See Chapter 19.08.560 – 580 SMC and Chapter 19.12 SMC.

In addition, Ecology has a recommended change, included in Attachment C, to ensure the cost threshold for
freshwater docks match the dollar amounts updated by the Office of Financial Management in 2018. This
revision brings the SMP current with all legislative updates through 2020.

Combined Local Adoption Process

Given the SMP update is a combined comprehensive/ periodic review update; the City used the standard SMP
local adoption process per WAC 173-26-100. The City provided notice to local parties, including a statement
that the hearings were intended to address the periodic review in accordance with WAC 173-26-090(3)(c)(ii).
Affidavits of publication provided by the City indicate notice of two hearings were published on August 9, 2017
in the Snoqualmie Valley Record and on May 13, 2019 in the Seattle Times.
The City held a public hearing before their Planning Commission on August 21, 2017 and an additional hearing
before their Shoreline Hearing Board on the May 29th 2019. Ecology provided comments regarding both the
comprehensive update and periodic review, prior to local adoption of the SMP amendments via an email dated
August 19, 2019. With passage of Ordinance #1217, on August 26, 2019, the City adopted the updated SMP
and authorized staff to forward the proposed SMP to Ecology for formal review and approval.

Consistency Review

The proposed comprehensive update and periodic review amendment has been reviewed for consistency with
the policy of RCW 90.58.020 and the SMP Guidelines at WAC 173-26. Below are some highlighted features of
the submittal package:

Inventory and Characterization

Documentation of current shoreline conditions is a key part of the SMP development process and meeting the
requirement to address the no net loss standard of the SMP Guidelines (WAC 173-26-186). The City prepared a
final shoreline Inventory and Characterization Report (Snoqualmie, 2019a) which informed the SMP update
and was provided to Ecology as part of the SMP update submittal. The report divides the City into 12 shoreline
planning segments and analyzed existing conditions for each segment, focused on the following: Relative Size
of Segment; Land Use and zoning; Transportation; Water Quality; Waste water and Stormwater Utilities;
Impervious Surfaces; Shoreline Modifications; Existing and Potential Public Access Sites; Critical Areas;
Floodplain and Channel Migration Zone; Historical or Archaeological Sites; and Other Areas of Special Interest
(Water-oriented uses and Toxic or Hazardous waste sites). The report then characterized ecological functions
and processes and assessed shoreline management implications that are likely to result from future land use
changes; which served as the bases for shoreline management recommendations listed in the report to satisfy
SMP-Guideline requirements and maintain no net loss of shoreline ecological function (Snoqualmie, 2019a; 6165).
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Finding: Ecology finds that the Inventory and Characterization Report adequately inventoried and analyzed the
current conditions of the shorelines located in the City of Snoqualmie. The report synthesized existing
information and was used to inform the master program update as well as provide a basis for future protection
and restoration opprtunities within the City’s shoreline jurisdiction. Ecology finds the report is consistent with
the requirements of WAC 173-26-201(3)(c) and (d).

Shoreline Jurisdiction and Shoreline Environmental Designations

The minimum extent of shoreline jurisdiction is defined in RCW 90.58.030(2). SMP Chapter 2 establishes the
Shoreline jurisdiction within the City of Snoqualmie as follows:
a. The Snoqualmie River Main Stem;
b. The Snoqualmie River South Fork;
c. Kimball Creek;
d. Borst Lake (Snoqualmie Mill Pond);
e. Associated wetlands;
f. The Floodway associated with these waterbodies, as designated by the FEMA; and
g. Land within 200 feet of the ordinary high water mark or the outer edge of the floodway of these
waterbodies;
The City chose not to extend shoreline jurisdiction to include critical area buffers extending beyond shoreline
jurisdiction, which is and will continue to be covered by the City’s Critical Areas Ordinance.
As shown in the Shoreline Jurisdiction Map below, consistent with RCW 90.58.030(2), the city defines the
upland extent of jurisdiction as extending two hundred feet landward of the defined FEMA Flood Insurance
Rate Map (FIRM) mapped floodway boundary. Due to the extent of the floodway, contiguous floodplain, and
associated wetlands, these "shorelands" may extend more than a mile from the riverfront of the Snoqualmie
River.
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Local governments are required to classify shoreline areas into Shoreline Environment Designations (SED)
based on the existing use pattern, biological and physical character of the shoreline, and the goals and
aspirations of the community as expressed in the comprehensive plan. The Inventory and Characterization
Report (Snoqualmie, 2019a) is used to determine the relative degree of impairment and biophysical
capabilities and limitations for individual shoreline reaches. Based on this assessment, along with
consideration of anticipated future development, zoning and other regulatory overlays, jurisdictions may apply
the designation criteria provided in WAC 173-26-211 or develop their own tailored designation criteria.
The updated SMP proposes six (6) Shoreline Environmental Designations consisting of: Hydropower; Natural;
Aquatic; Urban Conservancy; Urban Floodplain; Urban Riverfront; and Urban Riverfront Conservancy as a subdesignation to the Urban Riverfront. The purpose of each designation is described by the SMP as follows:
Hydropower. The purpose of the Hydropower Environment designation is to ensure optimum use of shorelines
that are presently developed or planned for hydropower and hydropower related uses consistent with Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission regulations.
Natural Environment. The purpose of the Natural Shoreline Environment designation is to preserve, protect
and enhance those shoreline areas that are adjacent to the Snoqualmie River and Kimball Creek that are
relatively free from human influence, and that possess high value shoreline ecological functions and
characteristics. These systems require restrictions on the intensities and types of uses permitted to maintain
the integrity of the natural shoreline environment.
Aquatic. The purpose of the Aquatic Environment designation is to protect, restore and manage the unique
characteristics of the areas waterward of the ordinary high-water mark by managing uses and activities and by
assuring compatibility between upland and aquatic uses.
Urban Conservancy Environment. The purpose of the Urban Conservancy Environment designation is to
provide for a variety of open space, park, low intensity recreation, and low intensity agricultural uses
consistent with effective environmental management of the largely undeveloped portions of the floodway and
other critical areas. Because the majority of the area within the urban conservancy environment is publicly
owned park and open space lands, another purpose of this designation is to provide for the protection and
maintenance of floodplain functions and restoration of wetland and wildlife habitat function within the
relatively undeveloped, publicly owned open space areas.
Urban Floodplain Environment. The purpose of the Urban Floodplain Environment designation is to provide for
existing and future commercial, residential, mixed-use, transportation, light industrial, recreation and open
space uses within the floodplain consistent with federal, state and local regulations for development in the
floodplain.
Urban Riverfront Environment including the Urban Riverfront Conservancy sub-designation. The purpose of
the Urban Riverfront Environment designation is to provide for visual and physical public access to the
riverfront area immediately adjacent to the Snoqualmie River, and to allow the commercial or mixed-use
development to continue and allow a variety of water-enjoyment economic development uses consistent with
applicable laws and regulations. Included in this environment is the Urban Riverfront Conservancy Sub
Environment; its purpose is to enhance those shoreline areas that are adjacent to the Snoqualmie River while
providing opportunities for recreation, open space uses and trail development within the floodplain consistent
with federal, state and local regulations for development in the floodplain.
The SMP includes a purpose, designation criteria, and areas designated for each SED included in Chapter 2.b,
and management policies are broken down by City goals outlined in Chapter 3. Consistent with WAC 173-26-
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211(4)(a)(iv), the City’s SMP Section 19.08.340 contains a table that identifies shoreline uses that are
permitted, conditionally permitted, and prohibited in each shoreline environment. Section 19.08.350 identifies
height and bulk limits and setbacks for development in each shoreline environment.
The mapped designations, illustrated in SMP Appendix A, Map A.1, are based upon and implement the
designation criteria provided in SMP Chapter 2.

Finding: Ecology finds that the City’s SMP defines shoreline jurisdiction consistent with the Act and SMP
Guideline requirements and the record suffciciently documents the basis for assinging shoreline environment
designations. The City’s shorelines are adequately identified in SMP Chapter 1, mapped in the SMP Appendix A
and, subject to required changes 1, 3, 4, 8, 9 & 13 in Attachment B, will contain text as a basis to clearly identify
the boundaries, physical features, or common boundary description to accurately define and destinguish the
different SEDs on the ground consistent with WAC 173-26-211(2). Ecology finds that for each environment
designation, the SMP includes a purpose statement, designation criteria, management policies, and regulations
as required by WAC 173-26-211(4)(a).
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Shorelines of Statewide Significance

RCW 90.58.020 specifically calls out Shorelines of Statewide Significance (SSWS) for special consideration,
declaring that “the interest of all of the people shall be paramount in the management” of these shorelines.
The Snoqualmie River Main Stem is identified as the only shoreline of statewide significance in the City. The
Shoreline Guidelines in WAC 173-26-251 require that local master programs recognize the specific use
preferences identified in the SMA and provide for “optimum implementation” of the statutory policy. This is
done by providing SMP provisions that implement: (a) statewide interest, (b) preserve resources for future
generations and (c) give preference to uses identified in RCW 90.58.020. The SMP as a whole is consistent with
the policies of RCW 90.58.020.
SMP Chapter 2 Section F provides the following description:
Riverfront shoreline uses in the City of Snoqualmie have historically not been water-dependent or wateroriented except for those hydropower, hospitality and recreation uses at Snoqualmie Falls. There are no
marinas, wharves, docks, piers, or other similar facilities. This is mainly due to the Snoqualmie Falls, which
is a 268 foot high, impassible barrier to further upstream navigation. In addition, the Snoqualmie River
currents pose a danger for recreational boating, floating, or swimming upstream of Snoqualmie Falls.
With the natural character of the Snoqualmie River Main Stem in mind, the City has identified commercial,
open space, and residential as viable and desirable uses outside the floodway within the Urban Riverfront and
Urban Floodplain SEDs. The City also identifies acquisition, public ownership, and permanent protection of
large areas of open space as strategies to reduce flood damage while providing open space and passive
recreation opportunities 2. The City further identifies significant opportunity for additional water-enjoyment
uses with visual access and aesthetic enjoyment along the Snoqualmie River Main Stem. 3
Finding: Ecology finds that the SMP has accurately identified SSWS within the City’s jurisdiction, is consistent
with RCW 90.58.020 and WAC 173-26-251, and provides for optimum implementation of the statutory policy.

General Master Program Provisions

The SMP Guidelines in WAC 173-26-221 list general provisions that are intended to apply broadly to all types of
shoreline development regulated by the SMP. WAC 173-26-221 includes the following subsections:
Archaeological and Historic resources; Critical Areas; Flood Hazard Reduction; Public Access; Shoreline
Vegetation Conservation; and Water Quality, Stormwater, and Nonpoint pollution.
Article IV within the City’s SMP Chapter 4 provides general provisions applicable to all shoreline activities.
Consistent with the no net loss of shoreline ecological functions goal in the SMP Guidelines at WAC 173-26186(8), the proposed SMP provides an overriding general provision in section 19.08.310 intended to avoid net
loss to shoreline functions.
The Snoqualmie SMP includes Archaeological and Historic resources policies and regulations in Chapter 3
Section H and in SMC 19.08.380 and discusses inadvertent discovery protocols.
SMP Chapter 4 Article VI, 19.08.560; 19.08.570; and 19.08.580 contains shoreline-specific critical area
regulations and allowances. The City has incorporated critical areas provisions from the City’s Critical Areas
Ordinance (#1176 dated 6/13/2016 as codified in SMC 19.12) into the SMP, with exclusions per SMP
19.08.560. The following critical areas in shoreline jurisdiction are addressed in SMP Article VI Substantive
Provisions – Critical Areas: Geologically Hazardous Areas, Channel Migration and Erosion Hazard Zones,

2
3

City of Snoqualmie SMP Chapter 3 Section F.
City of Snoqualmie SMP Chapter 3 Section B.
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Frequently Flooded Areas, Streams, Wetlands, Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas, and Critical
Aquifer Recharge Areas.
The Snoqualmie SMP addresses flood hazard management under Chapter 3 Section I and through the
Shoreline Environment Designation (SED) policies. Floodplains cover a substantial portion of the City. The SMP
addresses flood hazard reduction with goals and policies, the establishment of an Urban Floodplain SED, and
regulations for shoreline modifications. However, additional citywide regulations located in the City’s Zoning
Code (SMC 17.40 Floodway Overlay Zone) and the City’s Building Code (SMC 15.12 Flood Hazard Regulations)
are administered outside the SMP, but are also applicable in the shoreline jurisdiction.
Public Access is discussed under Chapter 3 Section C, and SMC 19.08.480. The City seeks to enhance public
access on publicly owned properties and requires public access be incorporated into future commercial and
institutional development in specific Shoreline Environment Designations, where feasible.
Vegetation conservation under SMC 19.08.540 establishes vegetation management corridors on the
Snoqualmie River, Kimball Creek, and Borst Lake that extend to the standard Critical Areas buffers required by
Chapter 4 Article VI through the incorporated critical areas provisions.
Water quality is addressed under SMC 19.08.550 and includes regulations for low impact development,
erosion control plans, and protection against adverse water impacts.
Finding: Ecology finds that, subject to required changes 6, 7, 10, 11 & 12 in Attachment B, the general policies
and regulations are consistent with WAC 173-26-221. Ecology also proposes recommended change E in
Attachment C to provide clarity on the stop work process that is triggered when archaeological resources are
discovered.

Shoreline Modifications

The SMP Guidelines in WAC 173-26-231 define “shoreline modifications” as: “…generally related to
construction of physical elements such as a pier, floating structure, shoreline stabilization, dredged basin, or
fill…” WAC 173-26-231(2)(b) states (as a general principle) that master programs should: “Reduce the adverse
effects of shoreline modifications, and as much as possible, limit shoreline modifications in number and
extent.” These shoreline modification principles and standards contained in WAC 173-26-231 are reinforced
through associated requirements for mitigation sequencing (WAC 173-26-201(2)(e) and the no net loss of
shoreline ecological function standard (WAC 173-26-186).
Chapter 4 Article V, 19.08.340 through 19.08.550, of Snoqualmie’s SMP contains policies and regulations for
Shoreline Modifications including: Shoreline Stabilization; boating facilities (Docks, Piers, and Floats); Shoreline
Restoration; Dredging; and Fill.
In addition to development standards applicable to specific modifications or uses, the proposed SMP
incorporates Critical Areas impact minimization and no net loss standards in section 19.05.560(A)(3) of the
SMP.
Finding: A required change is included in Attachment B to clarify that authorized shoreline stabilization projects
are allowed within the setback areas, as the fundamental purpose of shoreline stabilization is to protect upland
structures from threats of shoreline erosion within shoreline setback areas. Ecology finds that, with the
revisions included in Attachment B, the shoreline modification policies and regulations are consistent with WAC
173-26-231.
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Shoreline Uses

The SMP Guidelines in WAC 173-26-241 are intended to both recognize existing uses and ensure that future
development will be appropriately managed consistent with the underlying policies of the SMA. Avoidance of
use conflicts through coordinated planning and prioritization of “preferred” shoreline uses is a primary tenant
of the SMA (RCW 90.58.020). Updates to local SMPs are intended to support these goals through
development of appropriate master program provisions, based on the type and scale of future shoreline
development anticipated within a particular jurisdiction.
Consistent with WAC 173-26-186(5), the City SMP reflects the principle that the regulation of private property
needs to be consistent with all relevant constitutional and other legal limitations. The updated SMP varies the
allowed uses within each Shoreline Environment Designation (SED) depending on the current level of
impairment of shoreline functions. This is based on the City’s Inventory and Characterization Report
(Snoqualmie, 2019a), existing land use patterns, the City’s Comprehensive Plan, and SMA use preferences.
Starting in Section 19.08.360 the SMP has regulations for Agriculture; Aquaculture; Boating Facilities;
Commercial Development; Industrial Uses; In-stream Structures; Mining; Recreational Development,
Residential Development, Transportation Facilities, and Utilities. A shoreline use table is located in section
19.08.340, and a summary of dimensional standards is located in section 19.08.350. The maximum impervious
surface coverage is specific to each Shoreline Environmental Designation and is outlined is Table 19.08.350-1
of the SMP.
The City’s SMP provides variable setback requirements based on a particular use preference under the SMA.
For example, water-dependent uses allowed under the SMP’s Shoreline Use Table (SMC 19.08.340-1) can be
accommodated for locations within setbacks, when necessary to support the use. Whereas, minimum setbacks
are specified for water-related uses providing visual or public access amenities to the shoreline, such as the 25foot setback in the Urban Riverfront environment and 75-foot setback in the Urban Conservancy sub
designation for Recreational Uses. All other non-water oriented uses, require a standard setback that varies by
designation and ranges from 100-feet in the Urban Riverfront environment to 200-feet in the Natural
environment.
Finding: Ecology finds that, subject to required change 10 included in Attachment B, the City has established a
system of use regulations consistent with WAC 173-26-241 along with related environmental designation
provisions that accommodate preferred and priority uses, protect property rights while implementing the
policies of the SMA, reduce use conflicts, and assure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions.

Cumulative Impacts Analysis

Addressing no net loss of ecological functions is a critical element in any SMP update. Ecology rules require
that “Master programs shall contain policies and regulations that assure at minimum, no net loss of ecological
functions necessary to sustain shoreline natural resources.” A Cumulative Impacts Analysis (CIA) is intended
to assess proposed SMP Policies and Regulations for compliance with SMP-Guideline requirements such as
satisfying the no net loss of shoreline ecological functions goal. The Snoqualmie Cumulative Impacts Analysis,
prepared by AHBL in 2016 and including updates in April of 2019 (Snoqualmie, 2019b) and February 2021
(Snoqualmie, 2021), includes review and analysis of existing shoreline characteristics and reasonably
foreseeable future shoreline uses and development under the proposed SMP provisions.
The proposed SMP integrates the City’s 2016 Critical Areas Ordinance regulating streams and wetlands. The
incorporation modifies some of the standard critical area exceptions that have been found to be inconsistent
with SMP Guidelines, such as provision 19.08.560, which requires a Shoreline Variance for any alteration or fill
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of wetlands within shoreline jurisdiction, providing a higher level of protection and demonstrating consistency
with the no net loss of shoreline function requirement of the SMP Guidelines at WAC 173-26-201(2)(c).
Within the Urban Riverfront Environment and the Urban Riverfront Conservancy Sub Environment, the locally
adopted SMP proposed a standard 100-foot setback for most uses or structures allowed in the SED, but
identified a 25-foot setback for a specified geographic area between “S.E. Fir Street and Euclid Ave”. As
described in more detail below under “Summary of Outstanding Issues Related to Ecology’s Decision”, Ecology
identified inconsistencies in the City’s 2019 CIA, in terms of demonstrating No Net Loss of Shoreline Ecological
Functions, leading to Required Changes to the setback provisions in this SED and a supplement to the City’s CIA
(Snoqualmie, 2021) demonstrating how the revised setback requirements satisfy SMP-Guideline requirements.
Along the Snoqualmie River South Fork and right bank of main-stem of the Snoqualmie River, within the
Natural Shoreline Environment, a 200 foot setback is required for all non-water dependent uses. All other
areas not described above require a 100 foot setback for all non-water dependent structures.
The CIA concludes that based on the current circumstances, reasonably foreseeable future development/use,
and potential beneficial effects established through regulatory programs, the regulatory provisions of the SMP
will not likely result in a net loss of overall ecological functions and an improvement in overall ecological
functions are anticipated with the implementation of the City’s restoration plan (Snoqualmie, 2019b).
Finding: Ecology finds that the City’s Cumulative Impacts Analysis (Snoqualmie, 2019b) including the 2021
addendum (Snoqualmie, 2021), provides an adequate examination of anticipated development and potential
effects to shoreline ecological functions per WAC 173-26-201(3)(d)(iii). The required setback revisions outlined
in Attachment B further support a conclusion of no net loss of ecological functions.

Restoration Plan

Local governments are directed to identify restoration opportunities as part of the SMP update process and to
include policies that promote restoration of impaired shoreline ecological functions [WAC 173-26-201 (2)(c)
and (f)]. It is intended that local government, through Shoreline Master Program implementation, along with
other regulatory and non-regulatory programs, contribute to restoration by planning for and fostering such
actions. These are anticipated to occur through a combination of public and private programs and actions. The
restoration planning component of the SMP is focused on voluntary mechanisms, not regulatory provisions.
The Snoqualmie Restoration Plan (Snoqualmie, 2016) is based on information gathered in the Inventory and
Characterization (Snoqualmie, 2019a) and identifies programmatic restoration opportunities. The City’s
restoration planning is focused on available funding sources, public programs, volunteer programs, and other
strategies that can contribute to a net gain of shoreline ecological function.
Finding: Ecology finds that the Restoration Plan is based on appropriate technical information available during
the SMP update and currently meets the requirements of WAC 173-26-201(2)(c) and (f).

Periodic Review

Snoqualmie is required, on or before June 30, 2019 and every eight years thereafter to review “and, if
necessary, revise their master program” [RCW 90.58.080(4)(b)(i)]. The purpose of this review is to ensure the
SMP complies with laws and guidelines that have been added or changed since the most recent update, and
for consistency with the City’s comprehensive plan and development regulations. The periodic review is also
an opportunity to address changed circumstances, new information, or improved data.
The City was delayed in completing its comprehensive update, such that the deadline to periodically review
the SMP coincided with the renewal of efforts to complete the comprehensive update in 2019. As such, the
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City intends to address the periodic review requirement concurrently with its comprehensive update. The
record reflects that the City addressed this statutory obligation to keep the SMP up to date and prepared a
checklist to meet the requirements of WAC 173-26-090(3)(b)(i). To address the public notification
requirements of WAC 173-26-090(3)(a), the City has provided notice to the public during the 2019 adoption
processes that the periodic review is occurring concurrent with the comprehensive update and that the final
adoption of the Snoqualmie SMP will also conclude the formal periodic review requirement.
Finding: Ecology finds that, consistent with WAC 173-26-090, the City of Snoqualmie is required to periodically
review their SMP on or before June 30, 2019 and every eight years thereafter. Ecology finds that the City
completed this review and appropriately modified its SMP to address changes in requirements of the SMA and
guidelines, as well as changes for consistency with comprehensive plans, local regulations, and as deemed
necessary to reflect changed local cirumstances, new information, or improved data.

Consistency with Chapter 90.58 RCW

The proposed amendment has been reviewed for consistency with the policy of RCW 90.58.020 and the
approval criteria of RCW 90.58.090(3), (4) and (5). The City provided evidence of compliance with SMA
procedural requirements in RCW 90.58.090(1) and (2), for SMP amendments.

Consistency with “applicable guidelines” (Chapter 173-26 WAC, Part III):

The proposed comprehensive update and periodic review amendment has been reviewed for compliance with
the requirements of the applicable Shoreline Master Program Guidelines (WAC 173-26-171 through 251 and
173-26-020 definitions). This includes review for compliance with the SMP amendment criteria found in WAC
173-26-201(1) (c) along with review of both the SMP Comprehensive Update Checklist and the 2017 SMP
Periodic Review Checklist completed by the City. The SMP has been found to be consistent with the 2019
Periodic Review Checklist, for which Ecology identified a recommended change for the City’s consideration
related to a 2018 legislative revision, which is provided in Attachment C.

Consistency with SEPA Requirements:

The City submitted evidence of SEPA compliance in the form of a SEPA checklist and issued a Determination of
Non-Significance (DNS) for the proposed comprehensive SMP update and periodic review. The City issued the
DNS on March 16, 2019. Ecology did not comment on either the checklist or DNS.

Other Studies or Analyses supporting the SMP update:

Ecology also reviewed the following reports, studies, map portfolios and data prepared for the City in support
of the proposed comprehensive SMP update and periodic review:
•

Shoreline Inventory and Characterization Report, City of Snoqualmie, dated June 2013, as updated
April 2019 (Snoqualmie, 2019a).

•

City of Snoqualmie Shoreline Master Program Update Cumulative Impacts Analysis and No Net Loss
Report, dated April 2019 (Snoqualmie, 2019b) as updated February 2021 (Snoqualmie, 2021).

•

City of Snoqualmie Shoreline Restoration Plan, dated April 2016 (Snoqualmie, 2016).

•

2017 Periodic Review checklist

•

2017 Comprehensive Update Checklist

•

2019 Memorandum: Draft SMP Update – Comparison to Existing Shoreline Management Standards
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Department of Ecology Review Process

The proposed SMP amendment package, combining the SMP Comprehensive Update and Periodic Review, was
received by Ecology for state review and verified as complete on November 15, 2019.
Pursuant to WAC 173-26-110, the City has satisfied the submittal requirements for the proposed
comprehensive SMP update and periodic review, as indicated below:
• A signed ordinance was provided to Ecology that indicated the City’s intent to adopt through
Ordinance No. 1217, signed on August 26, 2019. (WAC 173-26-110(1));
•

A complete copy of the proposed SMP. The current SMP will be replaced in its entirety with the new
SMP. (WAC 173-26-110(2));

•

Amended environment designation maps were submitted to Ecology (WAC 173-26-110(3));

•

Materials summarizing the update process was provided to Ecology (WAC 173-26-110(4));

•

Evidence of compliance with the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) was provided to Ecology
including a Determination of Non-significance issued by the city on March 16, 2019 along with a
completed Environmental Checklist. (WAC 173-26-110(5));

•

Evidence of compliance with the public notice and consultation requirements of WAC 173-26-100 was
provided to Ecology (WAC 173-26-110(6));

•

The city provided copies of public comments received during the local approval process. (WAC 173-26110(7));

•

A copy of the completed SMP submittal checklist was provided to Ecology, including both the
comprehensive SMP update checklist per WAC 173-26-201(3)(a) and (h) and the periodic review
checklist completed in accordance with WAC 173-26-090 (WAC 173-26-110(9));

•

Copies of the shoreline inventory and characterization report, cumulative impacts analysis, and
restoration plan were submitted to Ecology (WAC 173-26-110(10)).

Ecology Public Comment Period

In compliance with the requirements of WAC 173-26-120, and as follows: The state comment period began on
December 1, 2019 and continued through January 7, 2020. Ecology distributed notice of the State comment
period to state interested parties and a local mailing list on November 27, 2019.
By email on November 22, 2019, four (4) tribal governments were individually and specifically notified and
invited to comment: the Muckleshoot, Puyallup, Snoqualmie, and Suquamish Tribes. This notice identified that
the SMP amendment is intended to satisfy the state statutory requirements to both comprehensively update
and periodically review the City’s SMP. Notice of the comment period, including a description of the proposed
SMP and the authority under which the action is proposed along with the manner in which interested persons
may obtain copies and present their views, was also provided on Ecology’s website 4. All interested parties
were invited to provide comment on the proposed update during this public comment period. No public
hearing was held during the state comment period.
Ecology received comments from the Snoqualmie Tribe and one citizen during the state comment period for
both the SMP Comprehensive Update and Periodic Review. Copies of all comments received, along with a
comment summary, were sent to the City on January 21, 2020 for their response per WAC 173-26-120(2)(e).
https://ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Shoreline-coastal-management/Shoreline-coastal-planning/State-approvedShoreline-Master-Programs/Snoqualmie and https://ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Shoreline-coastalmanagement/Shoreline-coastal-planning/Shoreline-Master-Programs-amendments
4
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The comment summary matrix, prepared by Ecology, organizes the comment letters received into thirty-four
(34) individual comments based on topic. The City provided responses to these comments on March 6, 2020.
The City also provided a memorandum to Ecology on June 10, 2020 with additional clarification in response to
Snoqualmie Indian Tribe comments.

Ecology review timeline

Comprehensively updated SMPs are generally very complex and address multiple uses and activities. For a
variety of reasons, City of Snoqualmie’s local SMP adoption was delayed past the original due date. The City’s
final adoption coincided with Ecology staff turnover and the Covid-19 pandemic response. This left Ecology
with limited staff capacity to complete the final steps in the approval process in a timely manner. Ecology’s
decision was further delayed in order to explore options with the City in an effort to reach resolution on
proposed changes. Ecology collaborated with the City to reach mutual understanding about legally defensible
alternatives to locally adopted provisions that Ecology could incorporate into final required and recommended
changes.
The timeline below outlines the progress and challenges during the state review process.
Between March 2020 and August 2020, Ecology completed initial review of the locally adopted SMP, reviewed
and considered comments received during the state comment period along with the City responses, and
created preliminary draft required and recommended changes.
Ecology believes in its partnership with local government and as part of this, is committed to avoiding surprises
when proposing changes to locally adopted SMPs. In this spirit, Ecology met with the City in August 2020 and
requested some additional information on the proposed setbacks. Initial changes were compiled into
preliminary drafts of required and recommended changes and sent to the City for their review in September
2020. Specific issues identified included consistent application of the SMP use prioritization as part of the
shoreline setback system, archaeological and cultural resources, and appropriate treatment of undesignated
shorelines. During the City’s review of our proposed changes, they developed a number of alternative and
additional changes and provided those to Ecology in October of 2020.
Subsequent coordination meetings occurred with City staff November 2020 – February 2021. Ecology
determined that the proposed setback within the Urban Riverfront SED was not fully analyzed by the
Cumulative Impact Assessment; therefore, an addendum would be required. In February 2021, the City
provided a Memorandum entitled Cumulative Impact Analysis – Water Enjoyment Uses No Net Loss prepared
by ESA dated February 16, 2021 (Snoqualmie, 2021).
In addition, Ecology determined that we should coordinate with the Department of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation (DAHP) to further our understanding of issues identified related to archaeological and cultural
resources. Ecology reached out to DAHP in December 2020 and had ongoing coordination through March of
2021. As a result, DAHP provided a recommendation letter on March 19, 2021 5. Ecology discussed with the
City our intent to include additional required changes as a result of DAHP’s recommendations.

Summary of Issues Raised During the Ecology Public Comment Period

Comments received during the state comment period are grouped and summarized within a Responsiveness
Summary (Attachment D). The table in Attachment D also provides a comment response from the City and
documents Ecology’s review and consideration of comments. Comments were provided on a variety of

5

See Attachment E.
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subjects, including shoreline buffers, public access, and Snoqualmie Tribe religious and cultural concerns.
Additional discussion is provided below on a subset of topics raised during the state comment period:
Shoreline Buffers/Setbacks: Commenters expressed concern that the setbacks provided in the SMP were not
sufficient to protect the health of the river and water quality. In particular the comments called out the Urban
Riverfront Environment and reference the 2011 Temperature Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
recommendations.
Public Access: The Snoqualmie Tribe commented that the SMP will facilitate an increase in the number of
tourists at Snoqualmie Falls and is concerned that increased tourism will negatively impact the Snoqualmie
Tribe. The Tribe also expressed concerns on a potential future City Riverwalk trail and associated riparian
impacts, stating that the SMP should discourage impervious surfaces in public access areas, and should provide
restoration where increased public access impacts are expected to occur. Peggy Shepard’s comments
expressed concern about access and recreation on Borst Lake, citing uncertainty regarding known
contamination levels at the lake and potential human health impacts.
Water-oriented recreation and public access are major components of the SMA policy. The City has created a
SMP that fosters these as reasonably foreseeable uses in the entire shoreline jurisdiction. As provided in
response to these comments in Attachment D, potential impacts associated with a future Riverwalk trail or
development of public access facilitates at Borst Lake, would need to be reviewed for consistency with SMP
provisions and would involve a public process soliciting comments from interested parties, prior to
development of the projects.
Snoqualmie Tribe religious and cultural concerns including Traditional Cultural Property: The Snoqualmie
Tribe commented that the SMP management policies and public access at Snoqualmie Falls would burden the
tribe’s free exercise of religion and compromise the tribes Traditional Cultural Property (TCP). The tribe also
expressed concern about the City’s review of cultural resources.
The City’s Inventory and Characterization Report recognizes the importance and cite formal historical/cultural
classifications for Snoqualmie Falls in the following statement:
“The Snoqualmie Falls also have religious and cultural significance for the Snoqualmie Indian Tribe. The
Snoqualmie Falls (including the Falls themselves, the rock walls surrounding them, and the plunge pool) are
also designated under the National Historic Preservation Act (“NHPA”) as a traditional cultural property
(“TCP”), and the Snoqualmie Falls TCP is listed on the National Register of Historic Places” (Snoqualmie
2019a; 29)
SMP 19.08.380 provides regulations that pertain to archaeological areas and historical sites. Policy HCSE-G1 in
the SMP, including sub-policies P1 through P3, require protection of sites listed on a state or national historic
register and solicit ongoing input from the Snoqualmie Tribe or State Historic Preservation Officer regarding
additional important sites, structures or resources with historic or cultural significance worthy of additional
protection. Proposed amendments to the SMP do not change or alter public access limitations already
established through the current Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license within the TCP at
Snoqualmie Falls. The City’s “Hydropower” designation is intended to maintain consistency with established
access and cultural protections incorporated into the FERC license. The SMP also grants the City the authority
to require professional evaluation or engage in tribal consultation on proposed projects with the potential to
disturb archaeological, historic or culturally significant sites.
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Ecology appreciates the level of interest and effort put forth by all commenters in this SMP update, and
appreciates and acknowledges that the Tribe brought forth a number of legitimate concerns, as well as the
Tribe’s thorough review which enhanced Ecology’s consistency analysis. Ecology has reviewed the comments
received along with the City’s responses. Ecology finds the City’s responses are generally consistent with
statutory and rule obligations required of SMP amendments. Ecology finds that the City considered whether to
incorporate additional amendments to address issues raised during the comment period. Following
consultation with DAHP and further consideration of the City’s proposed shoreline setbacks, Ecology
determined that six (6) required changes (Attachment B Item #5, 6, 7, 10, 11 & 12) were necessary to address
issues or topics identified during the state comment period. Ecology also identified one other recommended
change related to the stop work process for inadvertent discovery of archaeological resources (Attachment C
Item E).

Summary of Issues Identified by Ecology as Relevant to this Decision

Ecology respects the City process and recognizes that development of an SMP and implementation of the SMA
is a cooperative program with our local government partners. During the course of the City’s effort, Ecology
acted in a supportive and review capacity by providing grant funds, attending numerous meetings during
development of technical documents and draft policies and regulations, and providing technical assistance
throughout, including comments on numerous drafts of the SMP. After numerous starts and stops at the local
level due to a variety of issues, including our 2003 Guidelines Update, funding, staff turnover at both the local
and state level, the City opted to combine the Comprehensive Update and Periodic Review in 2018. The City
locally adopted their updated SMP by Ordinance #1217, on August 26, 2019. Ecology’s final review and
approval process included consideration of all SMP Comprehensive Update requirements as well as recent
statutory and rule changes (Periodic Review checklist items).
Ecology is required to review all SMPs to ensure consistency with the SMA and implementing rules including
WAC 173-26, State Master Program Approval/Amendment Procedures and Master Program Guidelines. WAC
173-26-186(11) specifies that Ecology “shall insure that the state’s interest in shorelines is protected, including
compliance with the policy and provisions of RCW 90.58.020.”
Based on review of the locally adopted SMP for consistency with applicable SMP-Guideline requirements,
contemplation of supporting materials included in the City’s submittal, and consideration of issues raised
during Ecology’s public comment period (Attachments D & E), the following issues remain relevant to Ecology’s
decision on the City of Snoqualmie’s SMP Amendment. Upon review by Ecology and in consultation with the
city staff, Ecology identified changes to the locally adopted SMP amendment that are necessary for consistency
with the SMA or SMP Guidelines (see Attachment B – Required Changes).
In sharing Ecology’s DRAFT Required Changes with the City, they identified additional changes or clarifications
for Ecology’s consideration under this review. These changes included development of detailed (parcel
specific) Shoreline Environmental Designation descriptions, which are included in Attachment B and are
intended to supplement the designation map clarifying distinctions between shoreline environment
designation boundaries to avoid confusion or conflicts in implementing the updated SMP. Additional changes
were requested by the City that are not be required for consistency with the SMP Guidelines or the SMA.
Ecology considered these requested changes, confirmed they are consistent with the SMA and implementing
SMP Guidelines, and have included these proposed modifications as Recommended Changes A, C, D and F
through I in Attachment C.
The following topic areas are discussed below in greater detail in addition to a rationale provided in
Attachments B (Require Changes) and Attachment C (Recommended Changes) for each the items.
Shoreline Buffers/Setbacks
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The City’s SMP must include development standards expected to ensure no net loss of shoreline ecological
functions (WAC 173-26-221). The SMP Guidelines require local SMPs to protect and ensure no net loss of
shoreline ecological functions (WAC 173-26-186(8)(b) and -201(2)(c)), to provide regulations that are of
sufficient scope and detail to implement the SMA and SMP policies (WAC 173-26-191(2)(a)(ii)(A)), and
establish a system of shoreline environment designations based on current conditions and other factors (WAC
173-26- 211).
One method commonly used to protect shoreline functions, is to establish minimum shoreline buffers or
setbacks for locating future development a prescribed distance away from the shoreline. In reviewing the
City’s locally adopted SMP, Ecology finds that the proposed setbacks within the Urban Riverfront and Urban
Riverfront Conservancy Sub Environment, lacked necessary detail demonstrating how the setbacks would
maintain no net loss of shoreline ecological functions. Further, Ecology identified a need for clarity in
describing what activities and uses may be permitted within or outside specified shoreline setbacks to align
with SMA use preferences for water oriented uses and achieve no net loss of shoreline ecologic functions.
Specifically, Ecology finds that the SMP needs to include a clear definition for “shoreline setback”, as outlined
in Attachment B item #5 and copied below:
“Shoreline Setback” means the lateral distance measured landward from the Ordinary High Water Mark
(OHWM) of a shoreline.”
This definition is necessary to clarify that shoreline setbacks will be measured from the Ordinary High Water
Mark (OHWM) and can be implemented in compliance with WAC 173-26-191(2)(a)(ii), which requires that
Shoreline Master Program regulations need to “…be sufficient in scope and detail to ensure the
implementation of the Shoreline Management Act, statewide shoreline management policies of this chapter,
and local master program policies.”
Ecology finds that the SMP needs to include additional development standards for shoreline setbacks within
SMP section 19.08.350.C, avoidance mechanisms and habitat management plan requirements for recreational
development in SMP section 19.08.490, and the addition of vegetation management corridor provisions within
the Urban Riverfront SED in SMP section 19.08.540. See Required Changes 10, 11 & 12 in Attachment B.
To ensure no net loss pursuant to WAC 173-26-221 and recognize use preferences described in RCW
90.58.020, shoreline setbacks should reflect the SMA use preference for water-dependent, then water-related,
then water-enjoyment over non-water oriented uses.
Existing conditions in the Urban Riverfront Conservancy sub designation indicate very few existing structures
currently located within 75 feet of the river, as measured from the OHWM. This existing condition highlights
the need to minimize future non-water oriented development in these setback areas to ensure no net loss of
shoreline ecological functions as outlined in Attachment B and in compliance with WAC 173-26-221(2)(a)(ii)
and (5)(b). Existing structures located within regulated setback or buffers are allowed to be maintained
pursuant to section 19.08.160 of the SMP.
Therefore, to ensure compliance with SMP Guideline requirements, Ecology worked with the City to develop
Required Changes to limit the range of allowed uses within the Urban Riverfront Conservancy sub designation
and developed unique setback requirements to accommodate water oriented/preferred uses, while
maintaining no net loss of shoreline ecological functions. The revised standards prohibit new or expanded
residential or commercial uses within Urban Riverfront Conservancy sub designations and prohibit new
residential, but allows for consideration of commercial and institutional uses within the Urban Riverfront
designation at a 100-foot setback. The change also limits Recreational uses to lower intensity “Paved and
unpaved pedestrian and bicycle trails, boardwalks, public access viewing areas” and “Piers and footings for
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decks, elevated boardwalks and overwater viewing areas”, which can be considered for locations as close as
25-feet in the Urban Riverfront designation and no closer than 75-feet in the Urban Riverfront Conservancy
sub-designation. These minimum setbacks can only be allowed, when shown to be consistent with other
applicable SMP provisions to ensure no net loss and when demonstration through a Habitat Management Plan
and Mitigation report to avoid impacts to large trees and existing habitat areas.
In addition to the Required Changes described above, the City requested revisions to sections 19.08.350.C,
19.08.525, 19.08.530.F to clarify that transportation, utilities, and water dependent uses or structures can be
considered within the shoreline setback, provided the additional criteria can be met. For transportation and
utilities, the SMP requires satisfaction of setback requirements, unless locations outside shoreline jurisdictions
or shoreline setbacks are not feasible. Further, mitigation ensuring no net loss of shoreline ecological functions
would need to be demonstrated to authorize transportation or utility proposals located within shoreline
setback areas. See Recommended Changes D, H & I in Attachment C.
Finding: Ecology finds that, with the City’s acceptance and implementation of changes listed as Required
Changes #10 -12 in Attachment B, the SMP is found to be consistent with the requirements of WAC 173-26191(1)(d) and WAC 173-26-211. Ecology further finds that if the City accepts the proposed recommended
changes listed in Attachment C, the SMP will still be consistent with the requirements of the SMA and
Guidelines.
Shoreline Environment Designations
Ecology found that undesignated shorelines were not clearly addressed in the proposed SMP. Therefore, the
language identified in Required Change #3 (Attachment B) will need to be added to Chapter 2 of the SMP and
incorporated into provision 19.08.330.D, to ensure consistency with WAC 173-26-211(2)(e) which states:
“The map and the master program should note that all areas within shoreline jurisdiction that are not
mapped and/or designated are automatically assigned a "rural conservancy" designation, or "urban
conservancy" designation if within a municipality or urban growth area, or the comparable environment
designation of the applicable master program until the shoreline can be redesignated through a master
program amendment.”
In discussions with Ecology on potential required changes to be included in Ecology’s conditional approval, the
City requested the opportunity to provide additional details describing the geographic extent of the shoreline
environment designations, as opposed to reliance on the designation map as the sole source for distinguishing
the location of the different shoreline environment designations. The specific changes are outlined in
Attachment B items #1 and #13 through narrative descriptions of the geographic boundary of the shoreline
environment designations citing legal descriptions of boundary lots. These detailed Shoreline Environmental
descriptions will be added to the City’s SMP in compliance with WAC 173-26-211(2)(b), which states:
“…If it is not feasible to accurately designate individual parcels on a map, the master program text shall
include a clear basis for identifying the boundaries, physical features, explicit criteria, or ‘common’
boundary descriptions to accurately define and distinguish the environments on the ground.”
Adding narrative descriptions of the geographic extent of the Shoreline Environment Designations within the
City’s SMP adds clarity and will ensure consistency with WAC 173-26-211(2)(b). However, adding this narrative
text as Appendix A.2 required additional changes to cross-referenced sections within the SMP. See Attachment
B items #3, #4, #8, and #9.
Finding: Ecology finds that, with the City’s acceptance and implementation of the changes listed in Attachment
B, the SMP will be consistent with the requirements of WAC 173-26-191(1)(d) and WAC 173-26-211.
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Archaeological Areas and Historical Sites
In December of 2020, Ecology requested review of the City’s Archaeological and Historic Preservation
provisions from the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP). In
response to this request, DAHP provided Ecology with a letter dated March 19, 2021 (Attachment E),
confirming that shorelines within the City of Snoqualmie contain a number of important cultural resources and
identifying a number of recommendations requiring pre-development survey for archaeological resources,
notification to DAHP and interested tribes for projects with the potential to impact cultural resources, and
continued protection of tribal use of Snoqualmie Falls as a Traditional Cultural Property of significant
importance to the Snoqualmie Tribe.
Consistent with DAHP’s recommendations, Ecology developed Required Changes #6 & #7 in Attachment B to
provisions 19.08.080.A (Permit Applications) and 19.08.090.A (Permit Review) requiring Archaeological Surveys
(for sites not already surveyed) as part of a shoreline permit application and providing notice to DAHP and the
Snoqualmie Tribe as a standard part of project review within shoreline areas.
In addition to DAHP’s recommendations, Ecology recommends modification to provision 19.08.380.B in the
SMP for consistency with WAC 173-26-221(1)(c)(i). As written in the locally approved SMP, the provision
appears to require the city to stop work and flag sites if potentially significant cultural resources or human
remains are discovered during construction. This is a responsibility that the SMP Guidelines put on the
property owner and developer or contractors. Attachment C item “E” provides clarity and improves
consistency of this regulation with the WAC cited above. Ecology also notes that this requirement can be called
out during permit review and even placed as a condition on the shoreline permit or approval to ensure the
property owner, developer and contractor are aware of this construction requirement.
Finding: Ecology finds that, with the City’s acceptance and implementation of the changes listed in Attachment
B will ensure the SMP’s consistency with the requirements of WAC 173-26-221(1). In addition, the acceptance
of changes listed in Attachment C will provide clarity and further support the City’s Historic, Cultural, Scientific
and Educational Element Goals and Policies found in SMP Chapter 3 Section H.
Other
Ecology reviewed other clerical errors, clarifications, or changes requested by the City, for consistency with
applicable state requirements under the SMP-Guidelines (WAC 173-26) or the SMA (RCW 90.58).
Ecology maintains and updates a SMP Periodic Review checklist, which identifies changes in statute and law or
Ecology guidance that should be considered during the SMP periodic review cycle. The City originally filled out
the periodic review checklist in 2017. Changes subsequently updated this checklist in 2019. In reviewing the
2019 checklist, Ecology identified one item for modification to the City’s SMP. Therefore, Ecology’s suggested
revision updates the cost threshold for replacement and new residential or community docks to increase the
amounts to $22,500 and $11,200 respectively, consistent with the Office of Financial Management adjustment
that occurred in 2018. See Attachment C item B for text edits.
Ecology identified an error in the Appendices List, requiring an update to include the most recent Cumulative
Impacts Analysis Memo prepared by ESA, February 2021 (Snoqualmie, 2021) and to fix a clerical error in the
numbering. See Attachment B Required Change #2.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
After review by Ecology of the complete record submitted and all comments received, Ecology concludes that
the City’s proposed comprehensive SMP update and SMP periodic review, subject to and including Ecology’s
required changes (itemized in Attachment B), is consistent with the policy and standards of RCW 90.58.020
and RCW 90.58.090 and the applicable SMP guidelines (WAC 173-26-171 through 251 and .020 definitions).
Ecology concludes that the proposed comprehensive update and periodic review, subject to required changes
(Attachment B), satisfy SMP amendment approval criteria found in WAC 173-26-201(1)(c). This includes the
conclusion that approval of the SMP amendment including required changes (Attachment B), will not foster
uncoordinated and piecemeal development of the state’s shorelines (WAC 173-26-201(1)(c)(i) and is expected
to result in no net loss of shoreline ecological functions through implementation of the updated SMP (WAC
173-26-201(1)(c)(iv)).
Ecology also concludes that a separate set of recommended changes to the submittal (identified during the
review process and itemized in Attachment C) would be consistent with SMA policy and the guidelines and
would be beneficial to SMP implementation. These changes are not required but can, if accepted by the City,
be included in Ecology’s approved SMP amendment.
As stipulated in RCW 90.58.610, RCW 36.70A.480 governs the relationship between shoreline master programs
and development regulations to protect critical areas that are adopted under chapter 36.70A RCW. Consistent
with RCW 36.70A.480(4), Ecology concludes that, subject to and including Ecology’s required changes, the SMP
provides a level of protection to critical areas located within shorelines of the state that assures no net loss of
shoreline ecological functions necessary to sustain shoreline natural resources.
Ecology concludes that the City has chosen not to exercise its option pursuant to RCW 90.58.030(2)(d)(ii) to
increase shoreline jurisdiction to include buffer areas of critical areas within shorelines of the state. Therefore,
as required by RCW 36.70A.480(6), for those designated critical areas with buffers that extend beyond SMA
jurisdiction the buffer shall continue to be regulated by the City’s critical areas ordinance. In such cases, the
updated SMP shall apply to the designated critical area and buffer located within SMA jurisdiction, but not the
portion of the buffer area that lies outside of SMA jurisdiction.
Ecology concludes those SMP segments relating to shorelines of statewide significance provide for the
optimum implementation of Shoreline Management Act policy - RCW 90.58.090(5).
Ecology concludes that the City complied with the requirements of RCW 90.58.100 regarding the SMP
amendment process and contents.
Ecology concludes that the City has complied with the requirements of RCW 90.58.130 and WAC 173-26-090
and WAC 173-26-100 regarding public and agency involvement in the SMP review and amendment process,
including conducting workshops and public hearings, notice, consultation with parties of interest and
solicitation of comments from tribes, government agencies and Ecology.
Ecology concludes that the City has complied with requirements of Chapter 43.21C RCW, the State
Environmental Policy Act.
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Ecology concludes that both the City comprehensive update and periodic review submittal to Ecology were
complete pursuant to the requirements of WAC 173-26-090, WAC 173-26-100, WAC 173-26-110 and WAC 17326-201(3)(a) and (h), including the SMP Submittal Checklist and Periodic Review Checklist.
Ecology concludes the City’s final legislative action will serve to complete the comprehensive SMP update
required by RCW 90.58.080(2).
Ecology concludes that the City has reviewed applicable state laws and rules adopted during the local SMP
drafting and adoption process, identified clarifications and incorporated those changes into the final locally
adopted SMP. Ecology concludes the City’s final legislative action in completing the comprehensive SMP
update required by RCW 90.58.080(2) will therefore also serve to meet the City’s obligation to conduct a
periodic review of the SMP at RCW 90.58.080(4).
Ecology concludes that procedural requirements for Ecology review and approval of shoreline master program
amendment have been complied with as set forth in RCW 90.58.090 and WAC 173-26-100, WAC 173-26-110,
and WAC 173-26-120.

DECISION AND EFFECTIVE DATE

Based on the preceding, Ecology has determined the proposed amendments comprehensively updating the
SMP are consistent with the policy of the Shoreline Management Act, the applicable Guidelines and
implementing rules, once required changes set forth in Attachment B are accepted by the City. Ecology has
also determined that the SMP could benefit from incorporation of the recommended changes identified in
Attachment C. The City may choose to adopt some or all of the recommended changes in Attachment C.
Pursuant to RCW 90.58.090(2)(e), the City must notify Ecology of the approval or denial of the recommended
changes.
As provided in RCW 90.58.090(2)(e)(ii) the City may choose to submit an alternative to all or part of the
changes required by Ecology. If Ecology determines that the alternative proposal is consistent with the
purpose and intent of Ecology’s original changes and with RCW 90.58, then the department shall approve the
alternative proposal and that action shall be the final action.
Upon written receipt of the City’s acceptance of Ecology’s required changes and decision to include, propose
alternative language, or reject Ecology’s recommended changes, Ecology will take final action on this SMP
Comprehensive update and periodic review. Ecology approval of the proposed SMP with required changes is
effective 14 days from Ecology’s final action approving the amendment.
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